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experience than all the other candidates combined. His experience in the MIT Debate Society has given him close contact with several hundred students from many dozen colleges.

His experience in debate is also a good indication of the effort he is prepared to devote to the office, and the results his efforts will bring. Last year, Morris spent fully 35 hours a week preparing debate cases, became nationally known for his ability and qualified to enter the exclusive National Debate Tournament at West Point.

In addition to his obvious personal qualifications, Morris has taken the strongest stand on the most significant issue in the campaign: how to provide more opportunities for MIT students to work and study in other parts of the world.

The personal benefit which every MIT student who spends several months abroad realizes is not great enough to make this the most important program that Inscomm will handle in the coming year. We believe that every student should take the most advantages to provide these opportunities for MIT students.

The only possible second choice UAP is Jerry Luerss, a member of the Board, he is just slightly better informed than Morris. He has had experience administering a $70,000 annual budget for his fraternity. Luersuss is a personable fellow and makes a good impression. He is qualified to be the UAP.

Ever-smiling Ron Gillman had no new programs or new ideas. His everybody's friend and a real nice guy, but not dynamic enough to be considered. We were surprised when this Inscomm member did not know that discussion of his favorite was coming up this week.

We are not convinced that he can provide the drive to move a sluggish Inscomm. Gillman's bright spot is a financially sound Junior Trojan while he was class president.

Mark Barron raised some good issue: MIT's academic standards could be improved. However, we do not feel that he is personally qualified for the job. He is totally uninformed on student affairs and activities and government.

Marty Tenenbaum felt the most important issue in the campaign was Springfield Oval. He will elect a more mature man. Tenenbaum's aim was to protect the present government and the administration; perhaps the students, in turn, will protect against Tenenbaum. Uninformed and petty, he has nothing to offer to the office.

Balance, Morris is significantly better than any of the other candidates. We urge all students to vote for Morris.

Letters to The Tech

How To Choose A New UAP: First A Man, Then A Program

By Woody Bowman

In the next two weeks all of us will be faced with the decision of choosing a candidate for the position of UAP. Before we can say who it should be, we should make a decision:
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